


1. HISTORY OF THE FOUNDATION AND MISSION
The Joana Grevers Foundation is a non-governmental organization established under the Romanian law in 2008 by Dr. 
Joana Grevers, successor of the remarkable Romanian industrialist Barbu Druga. The founder, a doctor of both medicine 
and art history is a member of the Peggy Guggenheim Collection Advisory Board and the Eastern European Acquisitions 
Committee of Tate Modern in London. 

The Foundation is an active promoter of contemporary art in Romania. Its “Cetate Arts Danube” program unites artists 
from many parts of the world in creative residencies, contemporary art exhibitions, symposia, conferences and workshops. 
Over time, Cetate Art Danube has become a vibrant, thinking and working place for artists.
  

archive picture of the Barbu Druga Castle from Cetate, 1920s
the artists Stefan Radu Cretu and Cristian Raduta 
installing the Cetate Arts Danube sign



2. VISION
The main goal of the Joana Grevers Foundation is to create a sustainable and prestigious International Art Center with 
Cetate Arts Danube. The Foundation’s aim is to put this place on the global art map and help Romanian and International 
Artists to thrive by offering them multiple opportunities to create and develop their ideas and practice. For this purpose, the 
Foundation is in constant interaction with global public art figures who regularly get invited to Cetate Arts Danube events 
to meet the artists and the wider local community. 

The Foundation pursues efforts to continue financing art activities and plans the development of the ensemble into a 
multivalent space - including the sculpture park, art studios, artists’ apartments for short and long period residencies, indoor 
and outdoor exhibitions spaces, video projecting rooms, and a staging area with amphitheatre seating for theatre and art 
performances.  

view from the exhibition Unknown Creatures  - 
Stefan Radu Cretu, 2019, the Granary, Cetate 
Arts Danube



3. LOCATION AND ART CENTER
Cetate Arts Danube is an art space located on the shores of the Danube in the South-Western part of Romania, in a village 
called Cetate situated in the Oltenia region. Many Romanians would describe Oltenia as “authentic”, far from artificial 
touristic folklore. The regions determining characteristics are the predominance of agriculture and the preservation of 
unaltered local traditions and culture. The proximity to the Danube is very important for the Foundation. We intend to 
collaborate with Danube cruises companies, offering a wider range audience the opportunity to explore the region and 
experience Cetate Arts Danube.  

The Art Center and the architectural ensemble consist of the castle, a baroque park and seven additional original buildings 
that used to form the Druga agricultural estate. The activity of the Foundation is deeply rooted in the “Druga Castle” estate.  
Its architecture and local cultural heritage represent a permanent inspiration for the artist community participating in the 
various events; this interaction between the old and the new creates a novel and unique identity of this place. 

Cetate Project - Diet Sayler, 2017, the Granary, 
Cetate Arts Danube



4. SCULPTURE PARK 
The Cetate Sculpture Park is a permanent outdoor exhibition of contemporary art established in 2008. It has been gradually 
expanded during the following years through the contribution of artists participating in the Artists in Residence Program. 
Currently on a surface of 5 hectares more than 30 artworks are on display. We intend to open the Cetate Sculpture Park 
to the public during the spring-to-early-autumn season. Weekly guided tours and conferences will be organized involving 
participation of the artists whose artworks are displayed in the park; these activities will eventually lead to the creation of 
employment opportunities for art school graduates.

Danube, Danube - Stefan Papco, 2016 / 2017, 
Sculpture Park, Cetate Arts Danube



5. ARTISTIC ESTATES
Since 2013 the Joana Grevers Foundation is involved in the care and management of the artistic estates of 20th century artists 
Vincentiu Grigorescu and Romul Nutiu.

The rediscovery of Italian-based artist Vincentiu Grigorescu (1923, Bucharest-2012, Castelnuovo Magra) is a process that 
began in 2013, soon after the artist’s death. Art historian Dr. Joana Grevers was, among others, instrumental in placing 
this important figure of the 1960/70s avant-garde back onto the art history map. The Foundation soon started to show 
Grigorescu’s  paintings in different solo and group exhibitions, curated by renowned curators, such as Ruxandra Demetrescu, 
Liviana Dan or Marzia Ratti in Bucharest, Cetate and Munich. Vincentiu Grigorescu’s work was succesfully presented at 
Viennacontemporary art fairs 2014 and 2019, as well as at the Rediscovery section of Art Brussels in 2020.

view from the exhibition Le Grande Tele - Vincentiu 
Grigorescu, 2016, the Granary, Cetate Arts Danube



Romul Nutiu (1932-2012), a dear friend, was one of the first artists whom Joana Grevers encountered in Romania and 
who started a fruitful collaboration with the Foundation. Romul loved the magic of the Cetate Arts Danube ensemble 
and enthusiastically participated in the first editions of the Artists in Residence program. The biggest achievement of the 
Foundation in perpetuating Nutiu’s legacy as a prominent representative of abstract expressionism in Eastern Europe was 
the exhibition “Abstract Expressionism Behind the Iron Curtain” at the Pollock – Krasner House and Study Center, East 
Hampton, NY, USA. 

Party - Romul Nutiu, 2011, oil on canvas, 145 x 165 cm 

Sign X - Romul Nutiu, 1970, acryl on wood, 32 x 29 cm



6. ART EXHIBITIONS AT THE GRANARY (WORKING & EXHIBITION SPACE)
Since 2016 the Foundation has organized 4 art exhibitions at Cetate Arts Danube: 
Unknown Creatures – Stefan Radu Cretu (2019), curated by Victoria Dejaco
Form Vibration / Time Illusion – Albert Kaan (2018), curated by Simona Vilau
Fluid Networks – Petrica Stefan (2017), curated by Simona Vilau
Le Grande Tele – Vincentiu Grigorescu (2016), curated by Joana Grevers

The almost two thousand m2 surface on two levels of the Granary is currently used as an art and exhibition space for artists 
in residence and hosts most of the indoor art created at “Cetate Arts Danube”, the Foundation’s main program.

opening at the Granary - 
Cetate Arts Danube



views from the exhibition Herbstausstellung, 2018, the Granary, Cetate Arts Danube



7. ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE PROGRAM
From 2008 until now, the Joana Grevers foundation organised 13 editions of Artists in Residence - Cetate Arts Danube, 
of which three (2015, 2017, 2019) were co-funded with AFCN (Administratia Fondului Cultural National), the other ten 
editions being exclusively supported by the Foundation. The residency and exhibition held at Cetate Arts Danube in 2019 
had the title  “A Villa of One’s Own” and was part of the French-Romanian Season. “The Season” project designed to 
strengthen the cultural, economic, scientific and civic bonds that historically link the two countries, is aimed to present today’s 
Romania in a new light to the French public. 

Infinity of Infinities - Ignazio Mortellaro, 2017, 
Sculpture Park, Cetate Arts Danube

Monuments II - Cristian Raduta, 2010,
Sculpture Park, Cetate Arts Danube

Petrica Stefan, Napoleon Tiron, Stefan Radu Cretu, Joana Grevers, 
Vikenti Komitski, Ecaterina Dinulescu, Stefan Papco, 2016,
Artists in Residence, Cetate Arts Danube



Closed doors, open doors - Napoleon Tiron, 
2015, Sculpture Park, Cetate Arts Danube



8. RENOVATING THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS, REPURPOSING THEM FOR ART | THE CHAPEL
The blacksmith workshop was renovated and transformed into a chapel, inaugurated in 2013 as Saint Maria Chapel. The 
arhitect Alexandra Afrasinei created and supervised the project, the artist Cristian Raduta made the iron door and the artist 
Anca Bodea painted the “Annunciation” panels inside. The chapel is surrounded by lavender fields and land art, harmoniously 
merging art into agricultural surrounding. Maintaining and restoring other buildings of the ensemble are dear to our heartand 
require considerable effort and attention. 

Clădirea veche și tema conversiei

Construcţia existentă, cu destinaţia iniţială potcovărie, a suferit 
în timp o serie de degradări la nivel structural, care au condus la 
dispariţia acoperișului și au afectat structura din zidărie portantă. 
Din volumul iniţial al construcţiei s‑au menţinut pereţii portanţi 
din cărămidă și grinzile din lemn masiv care făceau parte din struc‑
tura acoperișului. Tema proiectului a fost transformarea potcovăriei 
în capelă privată, o conversie funcţională care va modifica sensibil 
percepţia la nivel spaţial. Intervenţia își propune să menţină carac‑
terul spaţial și arhitectural al potcovăriei, punând în valoare specificul 
locului dat de ansamblul din care clădirea existentă face parte.

Ideea de recuperare

Proiectul își propune recuperarea construcţiei existente prin menţi‑
nerea identităţii arhitecturale concomitent cu o reconstrucţie volu‑
metrică și spaţială prin noua acoperire din beton armat. Intervenţia 

of the roof were the only elements preserved 
from the original volume of the building. The 
design was focused on changing the smithy 
into a private chapel, a functional conversion 
that would alter space perception dramati‑
cally. The intervention aims at preserving 
the spatial and architectural character of the 
smithy by highlighting the specificity of the 
site actually provided by the compound of 
which the existing building is a part.

The idea of recovery

The purpose of the design is to recover the 
existing building while preserving archi‑
tectural identity along with volumetric 
and spatial reconstruction through a new 
coverage consisting of reinforced concrete. 

The intervention makes a distinction 
between what has been preserved and the 
newly added layer. Thus, the walls have got 
back their structural role and brick elements 
have been recovered and reinserted while 
the concrete cover stands out of the existing 
walls by a metal profile that defines the new 
stage of intervention. The former beams 
traces remained visible through gaps of 
light, while the original wooden elements 
had been cleaned and further reused for 
furniture items. Through a new vertical 
opening on the south façade, the cross looms 
over the greenery background made up by 
the Danube bank. Made of a metal profile 
similar to authentic woodwork preserved on 
existing windows, this is the only element 
that tags discreetly the new function of the 

creează o distincţie între existent și stratul nou adăugat. Astfel, 
zidurile au fost reinvestite cu rolul lor structural, au fost recupe‑
rate și reinserate elemente de cărămidă, iar acoperirea din beton 
se detașează faţă de zidurile existente printr‑un profil metalic care 
marchează noua etapă de intervenţie. Prezenţa fostelor grinzi a rămas 
vizibilă prin goluri de lumină, în timp ce grinzile originale au fost 
curăţate și refolosite pentru elementele de mobilier. Prin noua deschi‑
dere verticală de pe faţada sudică se profilează crucea pe fundalul 
vegetal creat de malul Dunării. Realizată dintr‑un profil metalic 
similar cu tâmplăria autentică, păstrată la ferestrele existente, 
aceasta este singurul element care marchează discret, din exterior, 
noua funcţiune a construcţiei. Conceptul intervenţiei s‑a bazat pe 
menţinerea și punerea în valoare a elementelor constructive păstrate 
într‑o stare relativ bună, iar elementele care au dispărut au fost înlo‑
cuite cu un nou strat vizibil diferit. Proiectul a încercat să păstreze un 
echilibru între caracterul puternic al locului și contemporaneitatea 
intervenţiei, care în același timp se integrează prin reconstrucţia 
volumetrică și se detașează spaţial.

construction from the outside. The concept 
of the intervention was based on holding and 
bringing out the constructive elements that 
had been preserved in a quite good condi‑
tion. On the other hand, the items that had 
disappeared were replaced by a new percep‑
tibly different layer. The design tried to keep 
a balance between the strong character of 
the place and the modernity of intervention 
which concurrently fits in through volumetric 
reconstruction and spatially breaks off.

Situaţia iniţială
Initial situation

Faţada est
Eastern elevation

Secţiune transversală
Transversal section

Faţada sud
Southern elevation

Plan parter
Ground floor plan

© Alexandra Afrăsinei
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The Chapel, 2013, exterior and interior, 
Cetate Arts Danube



9. EDITORIALS 
Since 2008 the Joana Grevers Foundation has funded the publishing of 25 books, exhibition catalogues, artist catalogues, 
memoirs. Among them: 

Unknown Creatures – Stefan Radu Cretu (2019)
Momenti di Roma – Joana Grevers (2018)
Abstract Expressionism Behind The Iron Curtain – The 
Pollock - Krasner House and Study Center, East Hamptons 
NY, United States (2017) 
Roman Cotosman & Diet Sayler – An Artists Friendship 
(2015) 

Oeuvres – Vincentiu Grigorescu (2014)
Sensus Propero – Stefan Radu Cretu (2014) 
Unattended Ceremony – Cristian Raduta (2014) 
Anca Bodea – Persona (2013) 
Workshop at the Danube IV (2012) 
Romul Nutiu – Furioso! (2011) 
Romul Nutiu – Elan Vital (2008).



The Brukenthal National Museum, Sibiu, RO
The National Museum of Contemporary Art (MNAC), 
Bucharest, RO
The Museum of Art, Timisoara, RO
The Dedalus Foundation | Robert Motherwell, NY, US
The Pollock-Krasner House and Study Center, East Hamptons, 
NY, US

The National University of Arts (UNarte), Bucharest, RO 
“Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, 
(UAUIM), Bucharest, RO
The Academy of the Senses, Reykjavik, IS
Focus Europa 6th Edition, Plassenburg Castle, DE
418GALLERY, RO | DE
G5 Kultur, Munich, DE

10. COLLABORATIONS AND CHARITY WORK
Over time, Cetate Arts Danube was visited by numerous international curators and art collectors, such as the international 
patrons of the Pinakothek der Moderne, Munich and advisory board members of Eastern European Committee of Tate 
Modern in London.
 
In 2017, the Art in Context - Curatorial Studies project involved 20 International art history students and the artists of the 
residency. Curators: Ruxandra Demetrescu & Aurora Kiraly | UNarte - Bucharest, Karolina Lewandowska | Centre Pompidou 
- Paris, Zoran Eric | Museum of Contemporary Art - Belgrade, Calin Dan | MNAC, Bucharest; co-funded with AFCN.

Other institutional collaborations:

studio visit - Albert Kaan, Art in Context 
– Curatorial Studies, 2017, the Granary, 
Cetate Arts Danube

view from the exhibition Unknown Creatures  - 
Stefan Radu Cretu, 2019, the Granary, Cetate 
Arts Danube



The Joana Grevers Foundation organized charitable auctions for the benefit of the JOYO Foundation (2012) and Asociatia 
Alternativa 2003 (2011), both sustaining children in difficulty, in Bucharest.

FUNDAŢIA JOANA GREVERS

CHAR ITY AUCT ION AT

WORKS BY THE ARTISTS: ANCA BODEA, ŞTEFAN CREŢU, ADRIANA ELIAN, ROMUL NUŢIU, CRISTIAN RĂDUŢĂ, LIVIU RUSSU, AUREL VLAD

for the benefit of 
ASOCIAŢIA ALTERNATIVA 2003 

We are pleased to invite you to the 

organised by                          in partnership with the Joyo Foundation,  
and under the patronage of H. E. Andreas von Mettenheim, Ambassador  

of Germany in Bucharest, for the benefit of the JOYO Foundation.

The social and educational activity of JOYO Foundation is an “investment”  
in the future of less fortunate children, who come from very poor families. 

The foundation offers support to these children through socio-educative projects,  
which aim at preventing school and family drop-out, school reintegration,  

obtaining a professional qualification and occupying a work place.  
For 10 years, the Ebbecke family, the founding family, makes remarkable  

efforts in finding the necessary resources for helping these children  
to have a chance for a better future.  www.joyo-foundation.ro

To be auctioned are 36 works provided by a generous group of artists,  
including: ANCA BODEA, MARIA M. BORDEANU, ŞTEFAN RADU CREŢU,  

ADRIANA ELIAN, ROMUL NUŢIU, CRISTIAN RĂDUŢĂ, AUREL VLAD  
and linocuts by the children who are supported by JOYO Foundation.

Thursday 29th of November 2012, auction at 8 p.m. at 418 GALLERY,  
Intrarea Armaşului 12, Bucharest, sector 1.

Preview of the auctioned works on the 27th, 28th and 29th of November  
from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. at 418 Gallery.

www.418gallery.com
joanagrevers@418gallery.com 

Mobile +4 0747 480 630   Tel +4 021 211 78 33

Charity Auction 2012
with flying buffet
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The charity auction is organised by                           in partnership with the Alternativa 2003 Association, and under  
the patronage of H. E. John Morahan, Ambassador of Ireland in Bucharest, for the benefit of  

Asociaţia Alternativa 2003.

ALTERNATIVA 2003 is a voluntary association which developed out of an initiative by a number  
of parents to help young people with intellectual disabilities by providing services to develop their personal,  

social and vocational skills to lead a normal life and to integrate into the wider community.  
www.alternativa2003.ro

To be auctioned are twenty-five works generously donated by an extraordinary group of artists and the 418 Gallery:
ANCA BODEA, ŞTEFAN CREŢU, ADRIANA ELIAN, ROMUL NUŢIU, CRISTIAN RĂDUŢĂ, LIVIU RUSSU, AUREL VLAD

and linocuts by young people who are supported by ALTERNATIVA 2003

Wednesday 23rd of November 2011, viewing from 6 p.m., auction at 6:45
at 418 GALLERY, Intrarea Armaşului No.12, Et. 2, Sector 1, Bucharest

www.418gallery.com
joanagrevers@418gallery.com 

Mobile +4 0747 480 630   Tel +4 021 211 78 33

37. GABRIEL TEODORESCU 
Bird,  
24/35 cm, linocut

36. CRISTIAN RĂDUŢĂ 
Blooming Rhino IV, 2011 
60/42/17 cm,  
synthetic resins, acrylic,  
750 euro

33. ANCA BODEA 
Hotel in Venice, 2011 
oil on canvas, 51/41cm,  
650 euro

39. EMIL GORDEA 
Squirrel,  
24/35 cm, linocut

35. ROMUL NUŢIU 
Roots II, 1988 
oil on canvas, 70/53 cm,  
1400 euro

38. ANCA BODEA 
Home II, 2009 
oil on canvas, 47,5/37 cm,  
650 euro

34. TIMOTHY MORAHAN 
Goat,  
24/35 cm, linocut

32. ION STĂUCEANU 
Feline, 
24/35 cm, linocut

images from the Charity Auctions 
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 GET IN TOUCH WITH US:

@CetateArtsDanube 

fundatiajoanagrevers@gmail.com

+49 171 5352779

cetateartsdanube.com

fundatiajoanagrevers.com

FOR COLLABORATIONS: 

partners@fundatiajoanagrevers.com 

FOR SUPPORT AND DONATIONS: 

supporters@fundatiajoanagrevers.com 

 


